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Raised access flooring for exteriors
The raised access floor (RAF) system for terraces has been specially created to provide an aesthetic solution for terraces containing unsi-
ghtly drainage slopes.
By building a completely flat floor over the existing terrace floor, these slopes are conveniently hidden underneath.
Height deviations are offset with height-adjustable plots and any accumulated water is drained through open joints on the newly paved 
surface and then channelled down the terrace’s waterproofed slopes to the drain.

Advantages
• The system can be used to create a flat paved surface over sloping masonry floors with height deviations of up to 2%. Any height devia-

tions over 2% will need to be corrected with mortar or with wedges.
• The creation of an air void under the newly paved surface generates a continuous flow of air through the pavement joints, which prevents 

the build-up of condensation and also produces an insulation layer.
• The under floor void, can also be used to house cables, pipes, etc.
• Easy to access this space under the floor (do not use P-404 to bond tiles and plots in areas where you need to access the services under-

neath and be able to have space to work on it).
• The cavity between the raised floor and the living area below also helps to reduce the penetration of noise into the home.
• The system is quick to install as the tiles and supports are installed at the same time.
• Advantages of PORCELANOSA Grupo pavement: Easy to clean, low dimensional tolerances, wide variety of finishes, hardness, etc.

The external RAF is a type of over-raised pavement with special ceramic tiles that are arranged on plastic PVC plots of adjustable height, so 
that a hollow space is determined between the support and the floor tiles. 

The elements that make up this system are as follow: 

Outdoor tiles to RAF for exterior
PORCELANOSA Grupo ceramic pieces. 

The external RAF ceramic tiles consist of two porcelain stoneware slabs or technical porcelain stoneware by PORCELANOSA Grupo stuck with 
hot melt reactive to moisture. 
They are made with a sufficient thickness to withstand the breaking load demanded on these over-raised pavements. 

These porcelain stoneware slabs or technical porcelain stoneware by PORCELANOSA Grupo are manufactured with needed thickness to wi-
thstand the breaking load indicated above, which does not mean that on heavy shock or falls of heavy objects cannot produce the breaking 
of the same. 

Structure of RAF for exterior
Plots with adjustable height.

These plots, made of weatherproof plastic, are the support on which the ceramic tile of external RAF rests. They determine the height of the 
system and width of the joint between slabs. This element consists of the following parts: 

• Plot base: Large diameter base that distributes the weight on the support system. 
• Adjustable height rod that allows adapting height of the plot to the needs of the pavement over-raised. 
• Head: It is where the extrernal RAF rests. It has 4 dividers that determine joints of placement of a width of 4 mm. 

The total height of the plot can be adjusted for different adjustable heights. 
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Private house (Silverwood - UK)
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Private house (Silverwood - UK)
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Son Moll Hotel (Mallorca - Spain)
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Son Moll Hotel (Mallorca - Spain)


